To show that R is hereditary, let M be any P-module and E the injective hull of M. Since E/M is injective by the above, this implies that inj dim M < 1 and, hence, the right injective global dimension of R is < 1, which is equivalent to the assertion. For the proofs and further properties we mainly refer to [7] , additionally to [l3L 1 . The quotient ring of R with respect to T is denoted by g_(P). R can be identified with a subring of QT(P), such that QAR) is an essential extension of P". QAR)/R is a T-torsion module. -Each T-torsion-free, P-injective P-module is an injective Q_(P)-module.
2. The maximal quotient ring 2M(P) is the quotient ring with respect to the maximal torsion theory M such that R is torsion-free.
M coincides with the Goldie torsion theory if R is right nonsingular. QT(R) = \r £ QM(R);
there is a right ideal L £ F(T) with rL C Ri; F(T) denotes the topology corresponding to T.
T has property (T) iff one of the following equivalent conditions holds:
(a) Every g_(P)-module is T-torsion free and T-injective.
is an ascending chain of right ideals, whose union is in F(T), then L e F(T) for some n. (ii) Every right ideal L £ F(T) is T-projective.
In this case every right ideal of Q_(P) is generated by a right ideal of R.
It is clear that every hereditary torsion theory of a right hereditary, right
Noetherian ring has property (T).
If T is such that Q~(R) is a semisimple (Artinian) ring, then T = M,
i.e. Q_(R) is the maximal quotient ring of P. is an S-module, for let n = 2. , n .s . e NS, n. e N, s . = a~-b. e S; there are ' i=l i i 'iiti' f. e N such that I.a . = n., whence n = £. , I.b . e N. In particular we have
shown that S/L also is semiartinian as an S-module and that each simple 5-module E either is projective over S or is simple over R. In the latter case, E is injective over S by the following argument: Let E be an essential right ideal of S, and h: F -> E an S-homomorphism. There exists an extension h : S -> E which is R-linear. Let s, s = a~ b be in S. Since S/F is divisible, s has the form s = ta + f, t e S, f e F. Now
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Thus we have shown that h is 5-linear, and hence E is injective over S.
Being a right Goldie GV-ring, S is a V-ring by Proposition 1.3. 
